
Denver Metro Weather Forecast 
  

The temps are going to bounce around in the high 70’s and 80’s following the cold front from 

earlier this week. The rain/snow mix Tuesday into Wednesday did delay services this week, but 

we are scheduled to get everything serviced regardless of the delay. 
https://weather.com/weather/tenday/l/675c2b6342b3512ea4f15bc9070663be6e36cc4bf61056076c50
0098c8eb3bbe 
  

Lack of Rain in 2020- I found a great resource (link below) that shows the difference between our 

normal annual precipitation totals through 9/9 and 2020’s precipitation through 9/9. The location of 
these measurements is the city of Denver, but I think it demonstrates the point that is has been a dry 
season in the Metro Denver area as a whole. If you look at this year’s precipitation it held steady for the 
month of August, with this weeks snow event being the most significant precipitation event since July. 
Not trending well right now, but with any luck that may change. 
http://www.globalwarmingdenver.com/tot_precip.html 
  
I wanted to share this as it is important to know that your landscapes have received approximately four 
inches less precipitation than the average totals through 9/9 in previous years.   
This is important as irrigation systems are designed to provide supplemental watering to the natural 
precipitation your landscape receives. Irrigation is not designed to replace natural rainfall, but to assist 
only. Just another factor to consider when you are assessing the current state of the irrigation and turf 
appearance at your site.  
 
Since we had some really hot weeks of temps in the high 90’s I have seen plenty of properties with 
stressed areas. Upon checking the zone and assessing the irrigation coverage and precipitation we are 
finding some of these areas are stressed due to inefficiencies in the irrigation design or system itself. 
Cooler weather and rainfall may hide these stressed areas, but when the rainfall is not there they will 
show.  
  
The question then becomes… “What can you do to help your landscape that has received less rainfall 
this year??” 
… 
…Revive. See Revive Soil treatment section below 
The lack of rainfall can be offset by the use of revive. It is a great product and I highly recommend it. 
Revive can help with water use, water infiltration, help turf prep for winter, and can help turf rebound 
from drought stress or disease. 
   
  

Revive Soil Treatment- This is a great product to use when your grass gets 
stressed from the heat or needs a little boost to prepare for winter. 

As the temperatures start moving to be cooler, your turf and plants will begin to quickly prepare for 
winter dormancy. I recommend a Revive Soil Treatment application to your turf. Revive is a product that 
shows results and is specifically designed for Colorado soils. The cost is $65 a bag depending on how 
many bags are needed. One bag covers 8,000 sq. ft. This proposal is simple to put together so please let 
me know if you would like to me send you pricing. Revive is recommended to help through heat periods 
to help create more dense turf areas and to also give your turf some extra energy to prepare for winter. 
September and October is when turf is growing the roots and energy reserves it needs to survive the 

https://weather.com/weather/tenday/l/675c2b6342b3512ea4f15bc9070663be6e36cc4bf61056076c500098c8eb3bbe
https://weather.com/weather/tenday/l/675c2b6342b3512ea4f15bc9070663be6e36cc4bf61056076c500098c8eb3bbe
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winter. Revive can assist in water use and retention in the soil which will allow the turf to grow a healthy 
root system for the winter. It is a soil treatment so think of it as a soil prep for the winter to help your 
landscape. 

Before Revive 

 

After Revive 

 

  
  
Revive has iron qualities that will help increase the darkness of the turf while allowing water 

to easily penetrate the soil reducing run off and the need to water as frequently.  

  

1. Revive breaks up or loosens hard soils by increasing water penetration and root 

activity.  

2. Revive help get your plants growing again and turn your lawn dark green 

3. Revive helps save water. Use less water. Pay less on your water bill.  

4. Revive lets you make better use of water. It penetrates into the soil--less 

runoff.  

•        Revive helps maintain the dark green color and thickness of the lawn, even though 

summertime heat and stress 

  

 



WINTER WATERING  
With the dry summer we need to pay extra attention to our landscapes during the winter time. 
As discussed above there has been less precipitation this year compared to average. Your 
irrigation system is supplementing the remaining needed water to plants. However when the 
irrigation system is winterized it is then our responsibility to provide that supplemental 
watering. I will be sending out pricing for winter watering by the first week of October. If you 
have any questions prior to that please let me know. 
  

I am always happy to make time for landscape walks. Please let me know if you want to walk 
your site and we can schedule accordingly. Thanks for your time. Have a great week! 

  
 


